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coming, to an agreement which would leave the Army in the cold. The Army chaplain, Peters, anticipating his enemies' blasphemies that were later to make comparison between Charles's sufferings and our Lord's, compared the King to Barabbas, the red-coats to Christ, and demanded, since one must be destroyed, that it should not be the latter, He marched with Colonel Pride to the House of Commons and helped to point out the members who were certain to favour an agreement with King Charles: two hundred were refused admission to the House, forty more were arrested for protesting and hindering the " Purge/' Still the House fought against the King's trial, trying to strike a last bargain: even the officers were divided in Council, Fairfax refusing to entertain the proposal, Ireton slowly convinced, Cromwell (though the Royalists represented his reluctance as hypocrisy) probably the last of all. A month after Pride's Purge the last pressure was applied to Parliament: a bare forty-six members assembled to vote on a proposal for erecting the Court to try Charles: it was passed by a majority of six, but even the shadow of legaJity was destroyed when the remnant of the Peers threw out the Bill.
Meanwhile the soldiers had brought Charles from Hurst to Winchester, from Winchester to Windsor. He was still greeted with acclamations on the road and prayers for his preservation. A last plot to rescue him at a lonely .spot near Bagshot was foiled by the lameness of a horse. He was still patient and cheerful, rallied Herbert for not waking him early in the morning, and sent out to the Windsor shops to buy him an " alarm-watch." But he had bardy a month to live.
At Windsor he had a momentary view of Hamilton, a prisoner, and marked to die within a few days of the King. It was his last glimpse of the old world in which he had once lived in ease and happiness. It had passed away beyond hope of revival.
Buckingham h^d been twenty years in the grave, and.

